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Turmoil strikes once more at Blandings Castle. Lord Emsworth finds his idyllic home overrun not
only with the local Church Lad's Brigade, but also the curmudgeonly old Duke of Dunstable and
publishing magnate (and fellow pig-lover) Lord Tilbury. Both are scheming to get their hands on
Emsworth's peerless pig, Empress of Blandings, and meanwhile, star-crossed lovers battle the iron
will of Lady Constance Keeble. Fortunately, Uncle Fred is also on hand to sort things out in this
timeless installment from the master of comic farce, classically narrated by Martin Jarvis.
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Landaron

Oh, P.G., we can not help but love you! Your plot twists and turns are hilarious..and everything

always comes out just right in the end. Always a treat for a seemingly light read and a huge amount
of laughter, with social import and commentary being woven-in while one is not really realizing or
caring about it and its importance to the shaping of his stories, long or short. Be careful while
reading next to another person, as one can burst out loudly laughing at any time, especially as his
plots thicken into delightfully messy delights, with everything together always managing to make
perfect sense in the end...lovely farce, which is a High Art, lost in today's rushed world where his
type of nuances and perfect choice of description are often just lost in more modern works which
came after this Master craftsman of humor par excellence. Just Delicious reading, written by a True
Master of his craft, easily making the ridiculous make perfectly good sense...without the reader
always realizing how she is being gently but inexorably lead along these hilarious story lines as they
weave together to form a tightly knit Thing of Beautiful Craftsmanship. His stories all work out in
perfect ways, with perfect TIMING. And this timing and wit define his brilliant and vastly
entertaining brand of farce.
Ffel

Hardly Wodehouse's best, but Uncle Fred is as charmingly mad and destabilizing as ever, and
Wodehouse's wit and light touch are sure.
iSlate

If your a person who enjoys rich allusion, appreciates a masterful use of the English language, and
likes to laugh out loud you'll enjoy this book as well as P. G. Wodehouse' s other Blandings Castle
and Lord Ickenham books. Kick back and have fun!
Qane

Wodehouse is my fav author and love all his books. Wodehouse books are my constant companion
when I am travelling, full of humor, satire and never boring. I never tire reading about Blandings
Castle.
Cha

If you are familiar with the menagerie at Blandings Castle, this has every element that will make you
happy. Much of Wodehouse's later novels have simpler plots and fewer of the fantastic comic
sentences for which he is loved. This novel is an exception. It can stand up to the best of
Wodehouse's mid-career work. The interplay between the siblings Clarence, Galahad and Constance
contained in these pages would make a great introduction to anyone unfamiliar with Wodehouse.
Gela

P G Wodehouse always entertains with a combination of humor and wisdom. His tongue-in-cheek
style can be light and, at times, cutting as he comments on the social norms of his day (UK and US).
The performer captures the characters and caricatures perfectly, resulting in a most delightful
experience.
Cordantrius

More fun with the Hon. Galahad Threepwood, intrigues with the Empress of Blandings and the rest
of the wonderful, whymsical Woodhouse characters brought to life by the many-voiced Martin Jarvis.
What ho and Bravo!

Although this work follows the timeworn formula of all the other Blandings Castle novels of
Wodehouse's, it is still outstandingly entertaining.
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